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Abstract- Today, LLn represent most important (interesting) research areas in wireless sensor networks. In which we study
about wireless personal area, networks and wireless sensor network these network use to save energy high performance,
support traffic network (Pattern). it run on a routing over link layer with restricted frame size and many other. this paper
represent protocol performance in smart grid applications based on it.which is design for overcome routing issues in llns.it
implements to reduces of energy consumptions such as dynamics sending rate of control messages and addressing topologies
which is send packets.it support not only of traffic pattern but also support traffic following from a gateway node to all ot her
network. this paper focus on Rpl and wireless sensor networks of brief overviews.

Index Terms- RPL, Sensor Network, Low-Power Network, Lossy Link, Routing, Data Collection, Data Dissemination

I.INTRODUCTION
Over the last years WSNs have become a very important
and challenging research field. Such networks consist of
spatially distributed autonomous devices which usually
operate unmetered and additionally have limited power
resources. This limits all aspects of their construction,
architecture and communication capabilities. Several
studies such as [2] and [11] reveal the impact of wireless
lossy links on the overall reliability, power efficiency and
maximum achievable throughput. There are cases where a
network can only achieve approximately the half of the
Throughput of the corresponding lossless network.
Moreover, lossy links effect the power consumption due to
packet retransmissions and broadcasting. Zhao and
Govindan [20] have estimated the impact of such links and
concluded that 50% to 80% of the communication energy
is wasted in overcoming packet collisions and
environmental effects in indoor and outdoor scenarios.
Such LLNs are additionally characterized by connections
that are not restricted to two endpoints. Many scenarios
may include Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) or Multipoint to
Point (MP2P) traffic patterns. Such networks are also
known for their asymmetric link properties. The
communication is realized by using a separate uplink and
downlink. Because each unidirectional link provides only
one way traffic, the bandwidths in the two directions may
differ substantially, possibly by many orders of magnitude.
In order to meet these requirements and challenges, the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) ROLL Working
Group designed a new routing protocol, called RPL [18].
The highest goal of RPL is to provide efficient routing
paths for P2MP and MP2P traffic patters in LLNs. The
protocol successfully supports the latest version of the

Internet Protocol which results from the research made by
different organizations. The IP for Smart Objects (IPSO)
Alliance has made a great effort to promote the use of IP
for small devices [4]. It is the leading organization for
defining the Internet of Things and supports the use of the
layered IP architecture for small computers. The
cooperation with the IETF organization further accelerates
the adoption of IPv6 on LLNs. IETF has specified the IPv6
over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks
(6LoWPAN) standard [12] which supports the idea of
applying IPv6 even to the smallest machines. In this way,
devices with limited hardware resources are able to
participate in the Internet of Things.
This standard also enables the use of standard web services
without application gateways. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of RPL’s
basic features and describes the terminology of the protocol.
Section 3 discusses topics such as topology construction and
structure of the used control message. An introduction to
RPL’s loop avoidance and detection mechanisms is
presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives information about
the different routing metrics. Section 6 describes how the
support of P2MP traffic is realized and Section 7 gives an
overview of the protocol’s performance. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 8.

II.RPL DESIGN OVERVIEW
RPL is a distance vector routing protocol for LLNs that
makes use of IPv6. Network devices running the protocol
are connected in such a way that no cycles are present.
For this purpose a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic
Graph (DODAG), which is routed at a single destination,
is built. The RPL specification calls this specific node a
DODAG root. The graph is constructed by the use of an
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The second one is called a Destination Advertisement
Object (DAO). It enables the support of down traffic and
is used to propagate destination information upwards
along the DODAG. The third one is named DODAG
Information Solicitation (DIS) and makes it possible for a
node to require DIO messages from a reachable
neighbour. The fourth type is a DAO-ACK and is sent by
a DAO recipient in response to a DAO message. The RPL
specification defines all four types of control messages as
ICMPv6 information messages with a requested type of
155. This new type has been officially confirmed by
IANA [6]. Note that the last two are not further described
in this paper. Another important fact about the protocol’s
design is the maintenance of the topology. Since most of
devices in a LLN are typically battery powered, it is
crucial to limit the amount of sent control messages over
the network.

Objective of thesis to provides the smart services for future
homes, e.g energy, utility, entertainments, medical and
security etc. Objective of thesis changes or analysis in the
existing communication protocols. Objective of this thesis
is to examine and review the currently emerging protocols
and technologies together uses of IoT in smart home
environments and propose a method for addressing the
unknown state problem. Some devices are meant to be
purely event-driven, i.e. they are only to communicate
when an event has transpired, this include many detector
type devices, such as intrusion detection and smoke
detection. Analysis of the result in static and mobile
environment. Objective of thesis is to identify delivery
demand of the communication for the selected application,
to compare different routing protocols for these
applications.

IV.FAILURE TOLERANCE
In the First graph it is clear that when we send a data
simntenously on the three nodes of Dodag the rate of
failure is decreases with number of links.
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Figure 1 Probability of RPL.
In the Second graph it is clear that when we send a data
one by one on the three nodes of Dodag the rate of failure
is also decreases with number of links means as
compared to another protocol, the RPL protocol is more
precious to use.

Many routing protocols broadcast control packets at a
fixed time interval which causes energy to be wasted
when the network is in a stable condition. Thus, RPL
adapts the sending rate of DIO messages by extending the
Trickle algorithm [10]. In a network with stable links the
control messages will be rare whereas an environment in
which the topology changes frequently will cause RPL to
send control information more often.
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It specifies the so called RPL Instance which defines an
OF for a set of one or more DODAGs. The protocol tries
to avoid routing loops by computing a node’s position
relative to other nodes with respect to the DODAG root.
This position is called a Rank and increases if nodes move
away from the root and decreases when nodes move in the
other direction, respectively. The Rank may be equal to a
simple hop-count distance, may be calculated as a
function of the routing metric or it may be calculated with
respect to other constraints. The RPL specification defines
four types of control messages for topology maintenance
and information exchange. The first one is called
DODAG Information Object (DIO) and is the main
source of routing control information. It may store
information like the current Rank of a node, the current
RPL Instance, the IPv6 address of the root, etc.

III.OBJECTIVE

Rate of faliure

Objective Seminar SN SS2011, doi: 10.2313/NET-201107-1_09 Network Architectures and Services, July 2011
59 Function (OF) which defines how the routing metric is
computed. In other words, the OF specifies how routing
constraints and other functions are taken into account
during topology construction. In some cases a network
has to be optimized for different application scenarios and
deployments. For example, a DODAG may be
constructed in a way where the Expected Number of
Transmissions (ETX) or where the current amount of
battery power of a node is considered. For this reason,
RPL allows building a logical routing topology over an
existing physical infrastructure.
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Figure 2 Probability of failure for three consecutive
rounds
In the third graph it is clear that when we send a data
simntenously on the three nodes of the rate of failure is
increase with number of links.
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Figure 3 Probability of LOADng.
In the Fifth graph shows the both RPL and loadng
protocol failure rate in which the failure rate of increase
with no of links in loadng and decrease in the rpl with
increases no of links.
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Figure 4 Comparison of RPL and LOADng.

IV.CONCLUSION
From the above graphs for simulation results has shown
that RPL protocol a better performance compared to
LOAdng protocol in terms of energy consumption and
data transmission of the network. It also secure as
compared to another protocols. It is obviously shows that
the RPL convention is more convenient to use as contrast
with other conventions. The qualities of WSNs and the
attributes of the earth inside which sensor hubs are
normally conveyed make the steering issue exceptionally
testing. In this section we concentrated on issues integral
to directing in WSNs and depict different techniques used

to create steering conventions for these systems. In the
ﬁrst area of the section we talked about classes of sensor
applications and featured the extraordinary and particular
highlights of the ''nature'' of their trafﬁc models. In the
second piece of the section we gave a short scientific
classification of the essential directing strategies used to
find some kind of harmony among responsiveness and
vitality efﬁciency. In light of everything, a system where
prosperity essential devices are supervised in a far off
sensor organize instead of a shut circuit structure may be
plausible in homes or various zones where cost is of a
critical concern. The comparative cost of such a
foundation stood out from, that of a shut circuit system
might be that modest that a distant sensor compose
approach to manage security should ideally be appeared
differently in relation to a non-security premise over a
shut circuit structure as a far off security approach can
offer some security at an equally little endeavor. We
introduced a survey of various conventions that address
the issue of steering in the present WSNs. Numerous
methodologies have developed as attainable answers for
the steering issue. As the use of WSNs to various ﬁelds
become more obvious, propels in organize equipment and
battery innovation will make ready to handy financially
savvy usage of these steering conventions.
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